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instrument of Brazil as it is

of Spain. Of all the nations of the Americas, Brazil has contributed the largest number of composers who write for the guitar
in its own idiom. In the past, as readers will recall, we devoted
two issues of "The Guitar Review" to a survey of Flamenco. It
is now the intention of the editorial staff to survey the musical
life of Brazil in a series of articles contained in the presentissue,
and in the one to follow. This series of articles is the result of an
on the spot survey

undertaken

on behalf of "The Guitar Re-

view" by Miss Martha Nelson, and brought to fruition through
the efforts of many prominent musical gures. Among many
other important articles, our next number will contain "Ritmadores", an introduction to the musical instruments of Brazil
by V. Bobri, "The Guitar in Brazil" by Ronoel Simões, and
compositions by Guarnieri, Mignone, Nogueira and other outstanding composers. The editors wish to express their deep
gratitude to all those who have helped to make the Brazilian
Issues a reality. To our readers go sincere apologies for the delay in publication of the present number, and promises to have
the companion issue in the mails during late Fall.
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Representação no Brasil:
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The editors are planning an issue devoted to the historical de-

velopment of the Classic Guitar in the United States with
emphasis on William Folden and other important pioneers.
Readers wishing to contribute material for this issue are urged
to do so at their earliest convenience, and are assured that all
care will be taken of manuscripts and other documents.
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The opinions expressed in the pages of THE GUITAR REVIEW are
those of the authors and do not necessarily re ect the opinions ol

It is with great sorrow that we record the passing in
May at the age of fty-seven of our beloved friend,
fellow member and sel ess co-worker

KARL NOELL
Karl was a greatly gifted artist endowed with boundless

intellectual

curiosity,

and a passionate love of

music, literature and the humanities. Throughout his
long association with "The Guitar Review'" and The
Society of the Classic Guitar he gave sel essly both
of his time and talent, and often achieved remarkable
results in that vital but thankless job of circulation
manager. His artistic and intellectual contributions,
and his guidance while serving so frequently on the
Executive Board will forever be an eloquent memorial

and while every possible care and attention will be gccorded such
contributions, THE GUITAR REVIEW'will nol be responsible lor lois

to him. Through his untiring efforts, and through his
high purpose Karl Noell has earned the love of his
colleagues and of all friends of music and the guitar.
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HEITOR VILLA-LOBOS.
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